
Before we start to use it, let’s know more about our solar lighting controller(SR-DH, SR-DH-LI, SR-SES, SR-MES, SR-DM) and
its remote programmer SR-CU-ALL.

The remote programmer SR-CU-ALL is for programming the LED rated current, LED dimming, LED lighting time and many
other working technical data.

Now let’s start to work with it.

1. Connect the battery to the controller.
Please do remember, for all kinds of solar street light system, we need to connect the battery to controller first, for
supplying power to the controller and making it capable of recognizing the battery voltage.

2. Connect the LED to the controller
Now we need you to connect the LED light to the controller. It’s a simple procedure, but I need to you focus on the LED
light itself, it’s VERY IMPORTANT. First, is there any LED driver along with the LED light source? If there is, please take a
picture of it (especially on the tech data) and then remove it before connect it to the controller. If there is no LED driver, we
can connect it to controller directly. Our controller is with a built-in LED driver, so it won’t work with LED light which has
already had a LED driver attached.

Actually, if you have bought the light, the supplier no wonder will tell you all the tech details, so I think it’s easy for you to
ask for the LED current data directly from your LED supplier. If they refused to give you such data, then I think it’s not wise
to order LED light from them.

3. Set and Test the controller (along with the battery and LED light)

a. Find 2 pcs AA batteries for the SR-CU-ALL and make it available

b. Press any button to power it and you think the screen is not bright, you can press “backL” to power up the screen back
light. It shows picture like this:



C. Press the button “Light” and “-” at the same time (As pic 1 shows), then you can start to select the controller model (As
the second and third pics show). After selecting the model you purchased, short press the button “set”. One second ding
will be heard. Then you are back to the Value Set interface again.

d.Short press the button “set”, then you can select the battery type. When the operation shadow mark is stable,
you can press “+” to item down, or press “-” to item up. And when the operation shadow mark is flashing, then you can
press “+” and “-” to change the value. You can press “set” to shift the status of the operation shadow mark.

E. Now you can see many different items from the screens displaying at below:

4. Since different models(SR-DH-LI, SR-SES, SR-MES, SR-EH, SR-DM series) all need the remote programmer SR-CU-ALL, so
the settable items are different. Pls see below for the specific models settable items:



5. Below are the specific setting parameters for different models:















If you have meet any problems during the setting, pls let me know.

Thanks.


